T-RUST
Environmentally Sound
Rust Remover

T-RUST from Bridgepoint is A new generation of rust remover designed for carpets
and fabrics. The T-Rust formula is designed to be environmentally sound and safer
for the user when compared to other harsh acid rust removers. DO NOT MIX WITH
OTHER CLEANING PRODUCTS.
√ CONTROLLED pH (4.5) - No harsh acids are needed to remove the most stubborn rust
stains. T-Rust is much safer to use than other products. It requires no neutralizing.
√ WORKS FAST - No long waiting time for T-Rust to work. Simply apply and in a few seconds the rust will begin to disappear.
√ ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE - No more worry of carrying a hazardous chemical into your
customer’s home. T-Rust is non-polluting, and safe for the user when instructions are followed.
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DIRECTIONS
Test fabric for compatibility. Apply a small amount of p.i.g. to a towel and blot
the stain. Repeat this process until the greatest majority of colored pigment is
removed from the fabric. Apply p.i.g. directly to the stain and lightly agitate.
Where appropriate, add a small amount of water or Avenge Stain Remover, agitate
and extract with water. Repeat this process until stain is removed. If fabric is not
water compatible, use a volatile solvent spotter to flush p.i.g. and the stain from
the fabric.
Note: When using multi-purpose solvents such as p.i.g., always consider the
possible negative effects on backing materials such as latex, foam cushion, and
other stabilizing material.
RTU pH: 4.5
Available in Gallons and 4 x 1 gallon cases
Available in Pints and 12 x 1 pint cases
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See Material Safety Data Sheet at www.bridgepoint.com\msds for safety and regulatory information.
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